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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Exciting new ideas are coming forth in the field·of education. 

Different· methods' 0°f' presentation' are being:,· tried, programmed 

learning devices-andindividoalized·instructionalmaterials are being 

developed~ ······ Some' ·st-ates•' are0 e,x:perimen ting·. with·· the use· of five 

year certificationprograms and·with·edocationalinternships. 

Instructors inthe,field of,education are·allowingtheir courses 

to be evaluated by students·· as. well as their peers in· an effort to 

improve instruction. In·some·instances·entire corricuiums have been 

evaluated by studen,t:-s· and· faculty~· Individual instructors are working 

with various·methods,of evaluation in an effort to improve their 

courses. 

All ov§)r the nation educators are taking a long look at,the 

.professionaleducatf.oncourses. Students complain·that:·these courses· 

are irrevelant and r,epetitious. · Other students·hear th·ese complaints 

and fo:r:.m• attitudes toward··these" courses• beforethey,-ertroll in the 

first cour,se •. 

.It. is gene.rally· accepted· t;hat· attitodes,'effect' classroom 

··behavior·~·· Positive attitudes· promot;e learning and·'negat±ye attitudes 

l 
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form barriers. Before learning can· take place the barriers have to 

be removed. 1 

Teachers strive to eliminate the barriers students bring to their 

classes. The idea that a course is repetition of previously taken 

courses can·be called a negative attitude. Whether the course is 

largely repetitious .or not is relatively unimportant, but if the 

student resents this repetition it is 'important. Some courses build 

upon the knowledge gained from other courses of like nature. Methods 

of Te'aching Home Economics seems to be such a course, building upon 

knowledge of educational principals from other sources and applying 

that knowledge to the teaching of home economics in the secondary 

schools. Yet, students coming into this course complain that it is a 

repetition ·of courses previously taken. 

Educators use repetition effectively to emphasiz·e a point, · to 

reinforce a newly formed concept, to consolidate understandings.and 
'\ . 

to facilitate recall, however, there is a point when the use of 

repetition defeats the purpose for which it was intended, and students 
. 2 

_become bored. It· is· generally accepted that students allowed to test 

their knowledge of a course in which they are enrolled would be more 

2 

inclined to accept some repetition as facilitating recall. Determining 

how much. knowledge of a course the student brings with him to the 

course can be accomplished by giving' a pretest based on the 'objectives 

of that course. 

1ilowatd Kingsley, t~vi~ed by Ralph Gary, The Nature and Condition 
~ Learning. (Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1957), p. 21. 

2DavJd P. Ausubel, "A. Cognitive-Structure Theory of School Learning," 
Laurence Siegel, ·ed. Instruction~ Contemporary Viewpoints. (San 
Francisco, Calif~, 1967), p. 207. . 



The· knowledge·' gained from· the results· of' a= pretes·t can be used 

in· curriculum building; ·showing' individual· atid 1 cla:s:s · needs; can be 

used· for effective-' g·rouping of· students· and' can' be,· used for student 

· motivat·ion· and sel,f-.eva:luation. ">'A pretest· can·•point"" out· individual 

differences· in• students:~·,·which" can:·· allow··the instructor to plan more 

meaningful experienees-~·fo·r' each··'student·. · The' ase~ of,· a Rretest can 

3 
lead · t 0 1· imp'l'oved instruct ion. 

Teaching .. ·Home·•, Eeonomiee·, ··would· ·serve, two· major putposes in helping 

students• build·more·•posi,tive· attitudes' toward the"":~'Methods" course .. 

First; ·f:t'wouid,allow students· to··evaluate··themseives·,as· to the amount 

of knowledge·· of methods, of· teaching they poss'ess··when· they come into 

the course and• second',, the' instructors· of· the. course' could assess the 

amount of· knowledge each-student0 brings· to··the class';-· Even though 

students have been' enrol:led in· the· same·· courses at· the' same college 

with the· same instructor·,·· their. competencies· in ·that· course may 

differ greatly due to individual differences. 

As a diagnostic instrument the pretest can·be·used·to·determine 

the needs· o-f each student in her· effort·· to· achieve· the,,· objectives of 

the course. This instrument_Qanpoint·to the·need·forindividualized 

3 

instructii:m through, the use of prograllllil~d· learning· devices, film loops, 

tapes, et.c. .In addition·to·group instruct,i.on; each·student, recogniz-

ing her qwn needs· and interests, can· be working at· her-own speed, to 

achieve her· ~bject:i:ves and· the.· objectives of the· coutse. 

3 Clara Bro~ Arny.' •Evaluation in,.··Home'''Economics~· New York: 
1955, p. 28. 
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Purposes 

At present there does not exist an evaluative instrument for use 

as a pretest with the course Methods of Teaching Home Economics as it 

is taught at Oklahoma State University, Members of the Home Economics 

Education Staff expressed a need for an instrument that could be used 

as a pretest with the "methods" course as a possible aid .in curriculum 

revision, in identifying individual differences, in improving teaching 

and in eliminating repetitious materials, 

Students enrolled in Methods of Teaching Home Economics have 

complained thatthe course is largely repetition of courses taken 

previously outside the Department of Home Economics Education. This 

instrument would be an attempt to measure the knowledge of Methods of 

Teaching students bring to the class in an effort to determine 

individual student differences, to eliminate possible repetition and 

ultimately make the course more meaningful for the students in Home 

Economics Education .at the undergraduate level through the use of 

more individualized instruction, 

Repetition of educational objectives already accomplished is a 

waste of time, resented by the student and avoided by instructors when 

knowno This instrument would allow both student and instructor to see 

the amount of knowledge of the course Methods of Teaching Home Economics 

students already possess, 

This evaluation device would: 

1. fill an expressed need 

2, show if repetition of previously taken courses does exist· 

3. point out individual differences 



4. allow both students and instructor to.see the amount 
of knowledge about Methods of Teaching students bring 
to class · · . . 

5. ultimately lead .to .improved curriculum in· the.·''Method-s" · 
course. 

Statement of the .Problem 

5 

. This· study is the 'development of ·a pretest'· for use,with the course 

Methods of Teaching .Home .Economics as it is .taught at Oklahoina State 

University.. The obJective 'of the study is: 

To construct an ... evaluative :instrumeri."t .suf.tab.le for use as 

a pretes·'t tdth the course Methods of T.eachi_ng Home Economics. 

Limitations · af the S.tudy 

This study is based on and .is limited to the s.equence of profess-

ional education courses ·· as required at this time by the Department 

of Home Economics Educatio-q., Division .of Home Economics~·. Oklahoma 

State Univers·ity. This sequence as taught at Oklahoma State University: 

is· listed in the College Catalog 4 as:· 

Education 211,'.3: The School · in American Society. 
A study of -the American school system· designed 
to develop an understanding of the scope, function, 
and organization of ·education .in our state arid 
society. 

Educational Psychology 3113: Child and Adolescent 
Psychol.ogy. Effect:s . of heredity and environment · 
on ·physdcal, mental, social and emotional develop.
ment of individual througli adolescence. 

4 ___________ .O_k_l_ah_o_in_a ·state Uni vers"ity.. Catalog 
(Stillwater~ 1967-1968), p. 207, 212, 233. · 



Home Eeenomics 0:Education" 3313: · .·Methods of . Teaching 
Home· ·Eeon,otnics; ·· Principles·,;of t learning"; ·.methods',· .. and · 
materials'. of''. teac;:hing·.approp:triate .for\teaching· 

··Home Econ.omics··•··at··secon:da'.ty; leval;•··observation.:of 
various····• classroom situa.tians; ·. pla.nning·, homemakin.g 
programs•as·partof·thetotai·school program. 

· Sinee, every test·· should be' ti:ied .in· an' actua:l classroom situation 

this study is further" limited· to being· administered·"-to'three groups 

of prospective"teaehers en;roiled·in Home Economics·Education courses 

during the school' year·l968--1969·~ · These· students· marked· the test and 

· the· scores·were analyzed• for item difficulty'~ The·0 an'alysis of the 

·· scores 0 -formed the,, basis' tor revising·.the-test,;' 'Item analysis .. to· 

·diseover·· diseriminatory•abiiity,cis'limited" to the' test,·administered to 

one· group of· students, ea,rolled· in' Meth eds··· of·· Teaehini;,c·Home Economics 

dtn,ing,''the" spring, semef!ter .1968--1969. 

Procedure, 

The general procedure of this study.included: 

l, A careful study of the three courses involved, using 

course outlines, syllabi, textbooks and reading lists. 

2. Identification of the objectives and points of emphasis 

of each of the courses· through personal interviews with 

each of the instructors. 

3. Selecting the concepts germane to this study. 

4. Constructing a pretest using multiple-choice items, 

each with five distractors. 

5. Administering the pretest, analyzing the.scores, revising 

the pretest.· 

6 



Definition of Terms 

Many writers give definitions of pretests. This writer has taken 

ideas from several sources and the definition given is a composite of 

those ideas. A pretest is an evaluative instrument administered at or 

near the beginning of a given course to determine how much knowledge 

of that course the students enrolled in that course bring with them. 

Item analysis is the examination of each item in an effort to 

determine its strengths and weaknesses. This analysis usually reveals 

two important features of each item - discriminating power and item , 

difficulty. 5 

Discriminatin& power refers to that ability of an item to 

6 differentiate between high scoring students and low scoring students. 

Item difficulty refers to the percentage of students marking the 

item correctly. It has been suggested that those items which more 

7 

than 90% of the class mark correctly are too easy and those items which 

more than 90% of the class mark correctly are too easy and those items 

which less than 15% of the students. mark correctly are too difficult. 

This definition again is a composite of ideas from many writers. 

There are many ways of stating the definition of a concept. For 

this study the one stated by Tinsley and Sitton7 was chosen. 

5J. Stanley Ahmann and Marvin D. Glock. Evaluatin& Pupil Growth 
(Boston~ 1967), p. 184. 

6Ibid. p. 187. 

7willa Vaugh Tinsley and Margaret Sitton. "Teaching Intellectual 
Aspects of Home Economics Through the Identification of Basic Concepts, 
Journal .£f Home Economics, Vol. 59, No. 2 (Feb. , 196 7), p. 86, 



"A cQncept is- an idea· which· a- person forms· ·in, hieF l!lind ·in' orde-r to 

understaJJ:d'. and' eope, with' somethin·g-' in°his · experience-.,:> It is composed 

of meaning· and,: feeH:ng'~, which, may··not' be- expressed· by···words." 

Summary 

8-

Interest in-developing a pretest .for use with the course Methods· 

of Teaching Home Econ<>mics as itis taught at Oklahoma State University 

was aro1,1sed when Home Economics Education staff members expressed a.· 

need. for S1,1ch an instrument. Undergraduates enrolled in c0\.1rses in 

the Department of.Home.Economics Education complained that these 

courses were just repetition of previously taken courses. Whethe.r the 

accusation of repetiti.,on is borne out or not, the pretest can poin;r;: 

to individual stud.ent differenc~s a.n,d play a iunall part .in the. sea;rch 
. . . . 

fo.r ways to ;liDprove . an education course. 

This study is limited to developing a pretest based upon the . 

sequence.of courses as they were taught at Oklahoma State University 

during_the school year 1968-1969 and is further limited to being 

tested by.a selected group -af.stQdents enrolled in the Department-of 

Home Economics Education for that period-of time. 

The procedure ii;; divided into three general stages. First, the 

content, emphasis and objectives .of the three courses involved were 

obtained and studied; selection of concepts and type of test to 

build prefaced item construction and the actual test construction.; 

the third stage was administe:t;"ing; analyzing and revising the pretest~ 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The readings for this study ranged over several areas. The 

areas of current ideas concerning professional educational courses 
; 

as weli .as philosophies on evaluation are discussed. Further, a 

general philosophy for the use of pretests is included as is a 

review of the use of pretests in the College of Home Economics at 

Oklahoma State University. This study has also led into the area of 

test making and a section is included on the use of multiple choice 

type objective tests. The review is concluded with a section concern-

ing the three courses involved in the study and with two studies 

especially pertinent to this work. 

Current Thought Relative To Professional Educational Courses 

In answer to student and instructor complaints, teacher educators 

are searching for ways to improve education courses, Much has been 

written about professional .education courses, both pro and con; from 

the educator point of view and from the student's point of view. 

Articles written by leaders in the field of teacher education are 

presented, with the first being written from the teacher educator view-

point and the last are reports from research projects which recently 

have been done in an attempt to isolate student opinions of professional 

education courses, 

9 



' ' '' 1 
As long aga·as 1956, Lehman; said, ''If wewere·sending out home 

economics teacher~vwho· had, a· real· understanding···· of· homes · in our 

society and a real knowledge of human development,· we,·could· 'scrap' 

our home economics education courses. In 1966, Moskowitz2 wrote, 

10 

"our education industry needs retreading," Education courses have not 

been "scrapped," but there seems to be a groping toward retreading 

in the search for ways to improve ed.ucation cour1;1es. 
,. 

Galloway3 writes of the dilemma in which the educator finds 

himself. On the one side are the pa1;1t successes and he finds it hard 

to relinquish proven methods. On the other hand student dissatisfaction 

and the demands of the schools for better teachers disclaim the past; 

and show the need for innovations. The problem comes in knowing what· 

to retain from the old and what should be changed for the future~ 

Building a program is less fashionable than expressing dissatisfaction 

as it is always easier to criticize than to construct, Don Davies4 

maltes a ple~for relevancy in teacher education programs. As he sees 

1 Ruth T. Lehman, "The Education of a Home Economics Teacher," 
Journal of .Home Economics. Vol. 48 Mo. 2., (Feb,, 1956), p. 88. 

2Ronald Moskowitz, "The Compact for Education," American 
Association of College Teacher Educator Yearbook. Washington, D. C. 

3 Charles M. Galloway. "Teachers We Need." Theory Into 
Practice. Vol. VI, No. 5, (Dec., 1967), p. 213. 

4Don Davies,. "A Search For Relevancy," Theory.1n!£_ Practice. 
(Dec., 1967), Vol. VI, No. 5, p. 215. 



the problem it is one of relevance and proposes five ideas as sign-

posts. Neither new nor profound, the significant ideas are: 

1. The development of theories of education out of the 
study of teaching. 

2. The reform of the liberal education of teachers. 

3. The collaboration between school· and colleges with. 
overlapping sovereignty for teacher education. 

4. The preparation of teachers to live and teach in a · 
multi-cultural, multi-racial, multi-class world. 

5. The preparation of teachers to be innovators. 

Relevancy is . related to Cottrell' s 5 writing of the need for 

professional educational practictioners who know what they are doing 

as they interact with learners. Teachers must have the scope and 

quality of understanding to bear the responsibility of their work. 

On this rests the stability of free.culture and its very capacity 

to cope with new challenges. Awareness of· these needs probably 

prompted L. o. Andrews 6 to write: 

Over the years, there has 'been very little 
change in the criticisms of professional teacher 
education courses and few major modifications 
have been incorporated into. regular programs. 

Fitting the requirements of teacher education programs into the 

present time limitations may in part account for the lack of change. 

5 
Donald P. Cottrell. "The Long View of Teacher Education," 

Theory Into Practice. Vol. VI, No. 5 (Dec., 1967), p. 230. 

6 
L. O. Andrews. 

Theory~ Practice. 
"A Curriculum to Produce Career Teachers," 
Vol. VI, No. 5, (Dec., 1967), p. 236. 

11 



Denemark7 suggEasts.that the time limitations show'a need for new 

applications of instructional media and technology. Many things now 

a part of the scheduled class could be programmed to better fit the 
' . 

individual needs of each student. 

The individual needs of the students are the concern'.of' Kimball 

12 

Wiles8,\as .he wtttes.··about methdde, courses. For the most pattr:they: are 

taugh_t by people who favor one program or another which they have 

found works.' ~Jf~::i:hein. There is a serious lack of research on the 

total teaching act. "Students in teacher education should recognize 

that all educators· are students of the teaching process." One method · 

is no longer sufficient for today's teachers. 

The need for improvement in teacher education programs is the. 

th~me in many current writings~ 9 Garth Sorenson makes four suggestions 

which he feels would improve teacher education curriculums. They are: 

1. Present · curriculums do not help prospective 
teachers achieve a clear and reasoned definition 
of the primary obligations of public school 
teachers and the alternate ways in which these 
obligations · have been defined. Seldom does 
anyone trace the reasoning back of the alternative 

·points of need. 

2. Too, little effort is made to teach prospective 
teachers how to teach or even to think clearly 
about the instructional process. 

7 . . . 
~orge Denemark. "Preparing Tomorrow"s Teachers," Theory 

Into Practice. Vol. VI I No. 5, (Dec. 1 1967) , p. 252. -----
· 8Kimball Wiles. "The Teacher Education We Need," Theory 

Into Practice. Vol. VI, No. S, (Dec.• 1967), p. 260. 

9 Garth.. Sorenson •.. "Suggestions .for an Improved Curric1,1.lum in 
Tea!!her f!ducation," The Journal of Teacher Ed1.Jcation, Vol. XVII, 
No. 3 (Fall, 1966) • ;:-324. - ' 



3. Some student teachers, often the brightest and 
more independent, feel that they are being 
pressured to perform in ways of which they 
personally disapprove or that they are in 
personality conflict with their master teacher. 

4. Professional educational courses frequently bear 
no apparent relationship to one another nor to 
practice teaching. 

13 

Drumheller and Paris10 write "education instructors·and student!;! a.like 

are agreed that pre-student teaching methods courses tend to be dull 

and sterile." 

Getting prospective teachers into the classroom before enrolling 

in the professional educational courses presents a dilema to both 

student and educator •. The five year accreditation program used in 

some states is one solution. Many agree that if·the prospective 

teacher could be in the classroom for a while in a role other than as 

a student their attitude towarcl the educational courses would be. 

different and.courses could be much more meaningful. 

Research in three widely diverse localities reveal these student 

attitudes toward professional education courses. Frank Smith11 from 

Stephen F. Austin College, Texas questioned seventy-eight elementary 

maj.ors and.came up with these results: 

Methods courses differ from instructor to instructor and 
college to college. Some are obviously lacking while 
others have much to offer. But this is true in all other 
areas. Few methods courses have reached a point of 
discontinued development. Most are improved as new 
methods and techniques are brought to light. This is 
not a.lways true of courses outside the methods area. 

10Sidney J. Drumheller and John.Paris. "An Effective Approach 
for Incorporating Teaching Experiences in Methods Courses." The 
Journal of Teacher Education, Vol. XVII, No. 3 (Fall, 1966), p.290. 

11Frank Smith. "Methods Courses as Seen by Students," 
Improving College-U11iversity Teaching, Vol.· 13-14 (Spring, 1966), p.120. 



The opinions expressed by this group of ·students · 
indicated that these courses are 'satisfying a need. 
Eighty-seven per cent of those polled revealed 
they would have taken these cour.ses even if they 
had not been required to do so.· They agreed that 
these courses help prepare them for their chosen 
profession.- They were almost unanimous in the 
opinion that methods courses are not llsriap" ·or· 
"grade point." This indicates they would not 
take them in .order to "coast" or nfatten" their grade 
point average. Ninety-one per cent ·of the group 
exp:ress the opinion that these courses should be 
required for certification •. · 

lt is possible that today's critic of methods 
courses is using yesterday's inf.ormation for his 
denunciation. . Methods · courses have changed, are 
changing, and will continue to satisfy the need for 
which they were. originated. 

Teacher education ·programs in Washington State differ from those 

in Texas, in that Washing.ton requires five academic years and two 

years experience before the standard teaching certificate can be 

awarded. After four academic years the B. A. degre,e is awarded and 

the teacher may work with a temporary cert.ificate. Thus some of the· 

students ·enrolled in teacher· education programs in Washington have 

14 

been actually teaching before they enroll in teacher educat_ion courses. 

Petti.t12 i i 'd "d · i . ft h d .. nvest gate stu ent opin on o eac ere ucation 

courses as taught at. East Central Washington College. Two-hundred and 

twenty students were asked to rate nine 'teacher education courses on 

a scale from O to 10. Scores of a low 3.9 'to a high 8.3 were recorded 

with a composite of 6.5. Pettit believes that these ratings indicate 

that: 

l. Education courses can and do make significant contributions 
to the preparation of teachers. 

12Mffurice L. Pettit~· "What College Graduates Say About Education , 
Courses, ' Journal of Teacher Education •. Vol. XV, No. 4 (Dec., 1964), · 
p. 378. 

/ 



2. Education ceurses can and:must:be evaluated·for the 
purpose' of improvement. 

3. Education· courses can' and.must,be,well'taught. 

4. · Education courses"when well designed and·'well taught, 
earn the respeet·of,the--most· eritiaal:students and 
college professors. 

5. : Graduating seniors are' eager to 'give' objective· ratinge; 
and valuable· heip for the, impieve:ment:ef·cotirses and· 
instruction on the-- college level. 

A more elaborate' research· project was· done,,in~New•York· state by 

s'cherw,itzky13 who developed·~' attitude' scale··of· ninety· items· concern-

ftig attitudes. toward 'the tea~·:r'·.education···courses·"whf,ch·was·· 

administered to 1,337 students-attending State University College at· 

Oneon,ta, New York,. during the spdng semester of 1961. The data 

obtained from the attitude scale replies were analyzed revealing both 

negative and positive relationship~. No relationship exists between 

student attitudes toward.education courses.and fathe,:'s occupEJ-tion, 

grade-point average or to whether teaching plans were short or long 

term. 

Freshmen ,_attitudes were more favorable toward education courses 

but favorableness dropped in higher classes with seniors having the 

least favorable attitudes •• · Curriculum major was. found to be a 

signi.ficant. factor •. Early childhood~ elementary and early secondary 

majors had more favorable attitudes which decreased from freshmen to 

seniors. .· Home economics majors' attitudes .increased in fave>rableness 

from freshmen to.seniors. 

13Marjorie Scherwitzky. · "Attitudes of Students Toward Education 
Cour_ses at ·the State University College, Oneonta, New·York;" Journal 
~Teacher Education (The), Vol. XV, No. 2.(June, 1964),.p. 204. 



The replies indicated that the seniors felt education 
courses were not well taught; were not so interesting 
as other courses, did not stimulate their interest in 
becomin'g teachers, did not aid them in. forming good 
relations with children, did not help them to use with 
children subject matter learned in other courses' and 
did not make them perceptive of the difficulties of 
a good teacher or of their own lack of knowledge of 
teaching. In addition, the majority of seniors revealed 
through their responses· that they felt there was a sameness 
about the courses, that there was "watered-down" content 
and that education courses did not call for critical 14 
thinking or provide stimulation for the more able students •••• 

However, responses from students iri all classes did not uphold the 

16 

contention that education courses are not an essei:itial part of teacher 

preparation and that the time spent on them would be better spent on 

liberal arts. Replies from all classes except the 'freshmen class 

upheld the criticism that education courses ten to be repetitious. 

Evalu.ation , 

Evaluation 'is an integral part of our lives, touching every facet, 

in which value is placed upon the obje'ct under consideratiori. In 

education, evaluation is an· attempt "to enable the right pupils to· 

receive the right education from the right'teacher.1115 

Evaluation is. a ·continuous process, having many aspects, of which 

tests are only, a parL 
16 

Tyler starts the evaluation process of a 

14Ibi' d. 209 " p O • 

15H. H. Remmers and N. L. Gage. Educational Measurement and 
Evaluation, New York: Harper and Brothers (1955), p. L 

16Ralph W. Tyler, Basic Principles of Curriculum and Instruction. 
Chicago: The University of Chicago, (1950), p. · 69. 
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given classroom· with· determining the• objectives; of· that· 0°1:ass. Learn-

ing experiences·· then· are·· devised· which·· are· related·· to·· the objective. 

The~process of·evaluation is essentially the process by which we 

determine how well a curriculumorprogram of·s~udyis·meet:ing the 

educational objectives. Since educational objectives are changes in 

human behavior then evaluation becomes a process by which the degree 

of changed behavior is measured. 

Two important aspects of evaluation emerge from this-conception. 

First, evaluation must appraise student behavior since education is 

seeking to change this behavior. Second, in order·. to know the degree 

of change several appraisals are· necessary. An early. appraisal is 

essential to know what behavior the student _exhibited at the beg:i,.rtning 

of an educational experience and a later appraisal· to determine to 

what degree a change has been affected~ . 

17 Ahmahn and Glock reiterate Tyler's writings·~ that evaluation 

begins with determining the educational objectives'of the course, and 

that at least .. two appraisals are necessary during the instructional 

period, 'one near the beginning and one near the end,. 

Cozine18 echoes Tyler's writings and applies some of his 

principles to Home Economics. She wr:U:es that evaluation should be a 

17stanley Ahman and Marvin D. Glock~ Evaluating Pupil Growth .• 
Boston: · Allyn and Bacon,. Inc. (1967). 

18June Cozine. "Evaluation" (unpublished mimeographed·material, 
1959), p. 1, 3. 



part of the total program and not a separate process. Frequently 

curriculum is based on the individual needs of the students., 

One of the.· principles · frequently . followed today iri. 
curriculum construction :i,.s that of building the unit 
of work'course, or curriculum on the needs of the 
students. The needs of the student being· considered 
as the differences in the proficiency which is 
sought as being.the desirable outcome. Within a 
given.class or group of ·students·rarely will any two 
students be. found. with all needs being identical. 
Methods of evaluation may be used to determine the needs 
of each student and then it will be possible to identify 
certain needs which are· common to all members of the group 
as well ,a.s · :individual needs which· are different for each· 
student. This information should provide a guidefor 
formulating objectives or for checking and refin;tng object..;. 
ives which.have been used in.a particular course as well 
as pointing up certain objectives which should be selected 
by each individual s tudeP, L • ~ 

18 

If a high enough lev:el of proficiency .. has been attained by 
the student, it ·seems only logical that he should not be 
asked to repeat courses.which are-aimed at developing those 
particular accomplishments, but should be permitted to select 
coursee, or units of work, which would provide new experiences 
~nd offer greater. challenge ••• 

The gr~wth and development of each individual student to the 
maximum of-his ability is the hope of each educator today. 
This necessitates the discovering.of weaknesses and strengths 
of each stude'Q.t·and in order to strengthen the weaknesses and 
develop the strengths to the maximum means intelligent 
guidance~ 

Thus each of these three have made a plea for the use of pre-

tests. as a part of the evaluation process~ It ·is just as important 

to. know where a studeI).t was at the beginning of a course as it is to 

know where that student is at the end. If the :instructo,r does not 

know how much knowledge of a course the student brings to that 

course he.cannot know how much progress has been.made or if any 

progress has· been made. 
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Need For Pretests 

It ·has become widely· accepted that student_s bring a varying 

degree of ability to any given classroom. · In an effort to identify 

these skills and· abilities many educators reco~end the use. of pretests. 

Arny writes that there is a definite need for systematic evaluation of 

the competencies of all students as·they enter college courses~ She 

f h . 19 
urt er states: 

Not only should the teacher find out. what students .know . 
and can· do, but the students must make the discovery 
also if optimum· progress is to be anticipated. · When·· 
students discover their own deficiencies they are likely 
to work harder to correct them than when someone•e.lse
points. them out, 

20 
Remmers and Gage reiterate the need for knowing the achieve-

ment of instructional object.ives the student already possesses as a 

result of .out-of-school experiences or previous-school experiences. 
, ' 

When pretests are t!Sed the results can be.used in planning course 

emphasis; certain parts may be omitted and other parts may need more 

emphasis than originally planned. Often, weli-const.ructed pretests·· 

serve as ·stimulators of studen_t · interest. Students may learn of their 

own strengths and weaknesses and distribute_their·efforts where the 

greatest need lies. · 

Hall· and Paolucci 21 ' rec9mmend the .y.se of ptetests and list the 

19 
ClaI;"a Brown Arney. Evaluation .In Home Economics. New York: 

Appl:eton-Certt-ur.y-Crofts, Inc. (1953), p. 2s':-

20H. H. Remmers and N. L,. Gage. Educational Measu-rement and 
Evaluation. New York: Harper and Brothers., (:1955), p. 552. 

21olive A. Hall and Beatrice Paolucci. Teaching Home.Economics. 
New York: John. Wiley and Sonl:i, Inc. (1961), p. 332. · · ' • · 



following ways data thus obtained can· be used: 

1. Curriculum· planning. Individuals and·· classes differ 
in needs and ability. Data· can be· used to' plan 
meaningful programs. 

2. · Motivation of students. Yo.u may use pretests to 
stimulate·students to want,to learn.and-· to develop 
responsibility for their own learning.· 

3, 

4. 

Effective gro1..1,ping. 'When it is known how students 
differ grouping for more effective·learning·is possible. 

Student self-evaluation~ Students who ate -given the 
opportunity to use self-checking devices may gain 
interest in improving and in directing their own· 
learning. 

22· 
Tyler·· uses evaluation devices to gain information about 

students~ bel:t.eving the more background informati.on the instructor. 

20. 

can gain ~bout ,an ind.ividual student the better equipped the instructo.r 

is to guide the individual student.· A comprehensive program of· 

evaiuation _has great value in meeting the needs of the individual 

student •. 

Working with pretests at New·Mexico S~ate University, Hoskins 23 

found that with a valid pretest the following could be ·accomplished: 

A. Permit those.students who rated high on the test to 
enroll in a more. advanced cours.e. 

B. Allow more favoJ;"able placement of -trans·fer. students. 

C. Enable students to better realize their strengths and 
weakne$Se$ and. thus increase. interes.t in the course·. 

22RalphW. Tyler. Basic Principles of Curriculum·and Instruction. 
Chicago:. The University of· Ch:(.cago (1950), p .• 80~ 

23M, N. Hoskins. "Construction of a.Basic' Clothi~g :Pretest for 
Use in the Colleges and Universtties in New Mexico," Unpublished 
Ma,ster's Thesis, New-Mexico S-tate University Library (1959), p. 2. 



D. Assist the instructor in grouping students according 
to their experience and needs. 

E. Aid in individual guidance. 

F. Aid in.planning curriculum revision. 

Development And Use Of Pretests In The 

College of Home Economics At Oklahoma State University 

21 

Two departments at Oklahoma 'State University. - Clothing, Textiles 

and Fashion Merchandising and Foods; Nutrition and Institutional . 

Administration have developed' and presently use pretests· as placement 

tests . for all incoming freshmen enrolling in the . College of Home 

Economics. 

24 . 
In' 1959, Walsh devised the first recorded writte-q, clothing pre-:-

test, using an outdated test as a guide, to be used as a placement · 

device in. th~ beginning clotb:ing course at Oklahoma State University. 

Walsh did not administer the.test to preliminary tryo1,.1t groups, but 

submitted the test as an untried instrument •. She'.states: 
'\ 

The writer does not submit the pretest as a 'flawless· 
instr1,.1ment.. There is much room for improvement. The 
most effective way to insure having a better test is tci' 
use the one now developed, stu~y the results and offer· 
critic:lsms and suggestions for improvements and then 
continue to use their successors~· 

The Walsh test was administered to an· incoming fr.eshmeri 

enrolling in the College of Home Economics during the sununer of 1959. 

24 I . '. • G, M. Walsh. 'The-Development of a Pencil and Paper Pretest 
for Placement of Colle'ge Students iri First Courses in Clothing, 
Textiles and Merchandising at Oklahoma State .University.II 
Unpublished report; Oklahoma State University (May, 1959), p. 52. 
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Believing that studen.ts enter college with· varying degrees of 

previous experience and ability in clothing construction-and that these 

skills cannot be measured entirely, by a· pencil and· paper':test ~ Witt25 

in 1961, revised· the Walsh· test· and·· developed' a·"'sta.tion:-'to-station 

test designed to evaluate the students manipulative' and·judgmental 

skills pertaining to clothing construction,·· seleeti.on · and care. 

Witt's study revealed a need for evaluatiri.g·different'skills for 

placement as a student who scored high on one _problem·did not 

automatically score high on the second problem~ The0 recommendation 

was made that to be effective an evaluationdevice0 shouldbe revised 

quite often~ 
26 

In 1963, Gould investigated the relationship 0 between·student 

performance on written and petformance evaluative·devices, hypothesiz-

ing that a. pretest could be developed which would differentiate between·. 

students with a high and.low degree of skill.in clothing construction. 

Gould limited her study to devising a performance pref.est for use in 

sectioning students and to the study of the correlation. of.scores on. 

the performance test and the paper and pericil ·test·· al:i::eady in use by 

the department~ 

25 M. R. Witt. "The Revision and Develo.pment of· Selected 
Evaluation Devices · for Appraising Certain Clothing· Competencies of 
College.Freshmen." Unpublished Ed. D. dissertation, Oklahoma State· 
University Library (1961). 

26G. F. Gould. "A Performance Pretest for Placement of College 
Students in Beginning Clothing Courses." Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
O~lahomaState University Library (1963), 



Gould concluded from the correlation coefficient of .70 that the 

scores on the two tests were related to some degree, but that a high 

score on one test did not insure a high score on the other test. 

-Gould recommended that further·studies·be madeo 

As a graduate teaching assistant working with the beginning 

clothing construction classes, Berry2§aw the need for revising the 
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paper and pencil pretest given as a sectioning device~ After studying 

the existing pretests, administering these instruments to 49 students 

enrolled in the beginning clothing cons.truction course, and analyz-

ing the scores, Berry proceeded with a revision. 

From a study of the revis.ed pretest she recommended that: 

L The item analysis of the revised pretest revealed 
many of the test items to be non-discriminating. 

It is therefore, suggested that the instrument be 
carefully revised before used in an attempt to 
replace non-discriminating items with those that 
may differentiate the superior a11d poor students. 

2. The addition of ten to fifteen practical type test 
items similar to the five included in the study is 
recommended in an attempt to increase the validity 
of the pretes·t. 

3. The use of a·variety of evalutive instruments along 
with the writt.~n clothing pretest is suggested in 
order to facilitate the establishment of validity 
of the written device. 

The pretest presently in use is a co'iµposite of all the above ideas. 

Us:(.ng the objectives of the beginning food course, Steelman28 

27 Jo c. Berry~ "The Revision and Develo·pment of a -Cleth-ing 
Pretest for Appraising Competencies of First Year Clothing Students." 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Oklahoma State University Library (1963). 

28v, P. Steelman •. "Development of an Objective Writ~en and 
Laboratory Pretest _Based on Aims and Generalizations· for a Beginning 
College Food Preparation Courses. 11 Unpublished Master's Thesis. 
Oklahoma State' University Library (1963) o 
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formulated generalizations and from the objectives and gener alization 

formulated the test items used in her paper and pencil pretest. A 

laboratory test, which was objective in nature was also formulated . 

Analysis of pretest scores revealed that seventy-six per cent of 

the items on the theory section of the pretest proved to be discrimi nat-
, 

ing and seventy-seven per cent of the laboratory pretest items were 

discriminating. Steelman recommended that the theory section of the 

pretest should contain 150 discriminating items ranging in order of 

difficulty, and that the laboratory section definitely needs to be 

longer. She recommends further work with this test to determine norms 

for use as a placement device. 

29 Cooksey in 1964, developed a pretest for use with the beginning 

Nutrition courses as taught at Oklahoma State University. Both 

Steelman and Cooksey were preparing their tests at the time the 

respective area was in the process of revising the courses . Each of 

them was able to take the objectives from the existing courses and 

formulate new ones for the courses as they would be taught i n t he 

future . From these objectives and the subsequent generalizations , the 

test questions were devised . The test was administered to 137 

students enrolled in beginnin~ nutrition courses at Oklahoma State 

University. 

Cooksey felt that her Nutrition Pretest was valid and reli able , 

but before it could be used as an exemption device it should be 

administered to a large number of students in order to set norms. 

29 D. C. Cooksey. "Pretest in Beginning College Nutrition Based 
on Objectives, Concepts and Generalizations." Unpublished Master's 
Thesis, Oklahoma State University Library (1964). 
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Musgrave30 in 1968, revised the Cooksey .pretes-tinan effort to 

,' ' 

increase the content validity and reliab-ility to the· point that the 

pretest can be used as ari exemption deviceo · A pretest consisting of 

100 multiple-choice items was constructed which met the acceptable 

levels of discriminatin[!!l•-abi,lity 0, . She recommended that-·the·'PT!t.est be 

given as a placement test; 

Advantages and Disadvantages 

of Using Multiple-Choice Test: Items 

Choosing the appropriate type of test for use in the classroom 

requires consideraple deliberation on. the part of the teacher, Years 

of experi.erice. and much research have proved that the multiple,-choice 

item with several dis tractors: from which to choose the one correct 

or best answer is the most effective oLthe objective testso It is -
! 

considered an art to write these items we1L 31 

The advantages 'of multiple-choice items are impressive according 

to Ahmann and Glock~ 32 The most impressive feature is its -

versatility, determining equally well a student's ability to recall 

specific bits of informat:l.on arid application of principle Yo a novel. 

3°K. o. Musgrave. IIThe llefinement of a Pretest for Beginning 
College-Nutrition." Unpublished Master's thesis. Oklahoma State 
University Library (1968). 

31M . E 1 h ax D • ng e art , Improving Classroom Testing •. Washington 
1964, P• 15. 

32 J ~ Stanley Ahmann and Marvin Do Glocko· Evaluating Pupil 
Growth., Boston 1967, p. 95. 
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situation. Added to the advantage of measuring different levels of 

learning is the advantage of ease and objectivity of scoring. With a 

reasonable amqunt of patience and ingenuity any teacher can build and 

use multiple-choice items.effectively. However, multiple-choice test 

items are not a panacea for the ills of achievement testing. They do 

have limitations. They are hard to ·.build .and suitable distractors · are 

difficult to find. Students require more time ·in marking multiple-

choice items than other forms of objectiv.e tests, particularly. if· there 

is a demand for .fine discriminations and understandings. 

Well written multiple-choice items have the added advantage of 

presenting sevet;al possible answers to the question posed, the student. 

being asked to choose the best answer and defending that ·answer. Very 

complex problems can be presented as well as several items concerning 
. . .33 

the same area. Its great flexibility .makes .for great usefulness. 

The multiple.,.choice test item is considered most useful and 

reliable because it can be scored completely objectively and the use of 

several alternatives for each item reduces the guessing ability of the 

student.. Many .varieties of ability can be measured successfully by the 

use of multiple-choice items, such as; knowledge, translation, 

.' 34 
interpretation, and application. 

Listin$ advantages and disadvantages is .po.pular with authot;s 

writing about multiple-choice itenis. Two such lists have been chos.en 

for inclusion in this chapter for their clear arid graphic presentation. 

33D h . Adk' W d orot y ins oo. Test Construction. Columbus, Ohio (1960). 

34c. M. LindvalL Measuriri.g_Pupil Achievement and Aptitude. 
San Francisco (1967), p. 42. · · 



Furst35 lists only advantages: 

L They set up a forced-choice situationo 

2. They do not depend upon skill in expression 
and handwriting. 

3. They permit a wide sampling in a relatively 
short period of time. 

4. They permit highly objective scoringo 

5. They permit rapid and easy scoring. 

6. They lend themselves more readily to 
statistical analysiso 

Garrett36 contrasted four advantages with four disadvantages,, 

Advantages: 

1. Answers are objective and are rapidly scored. 

2. Items may be written to measure inference, 
discrimination and judgment, 

3. Guessing is minimized when four or five 
choices are allowed. 

4. Items may be constructed to measure recall 
as well as recogniti.on, 

Disadvantages: 

L Items are ofteri too factualo 

2. More than one response may be correct 
or very nearly correct. 

3. It is difficult to exclude clueso 

4. Distractors - that is, incorrect but 
plausible answers - are often hard 
to find. 

35Edward J. Fursto Constructing Evaluation Instruments 
New York (1958) ~ p. 201. 

36 Henry E. Garrett. Testing for Teachers. New York (1959), 
p. 193-194. 
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Courses and.Concepts .Relative .to. th:1-s Study 

· In preparing to· construci; the pretest ·for use with the ceurse 

Methods of Teaching Home Economics·as .it .fs .taught at Oklahoma State 

University, it is necessary .to .consider ,related studies and th,:ee · 

courses~ the two courses prerequisite: to the methods course and.the 

method~'.course. Two studies were especially pertinent.in that·they 

were.conc~rnedwith concepts germane to home'economics education. The 
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first.is the.work.of teacher educators working in. seminar and the other 

is the work for a ._Master's thesis. 

A group of thirty-six home economics teacher educators.met iti 

seminar at -the University of Nebraska.37 in 1966 for the purpose of: 

1. Evaluating and refining the material in "Concept · 
Structuring of.Home Economics Education Curriculum," 
developed at the University of.Nevada.Seminar. 

2. Ident;;lfy comparable structure appropriate for the 
content of graduate courses in home economics education. 

3. Plan fo.r the use and evaluation of the materids 
developed. 

4~ Offer ·suggestions for research· on testing the ,validity 
of the materials. 

The educators iri. this were work:j..ng with five concepts.believed.to. 

comprise the funda,mental ideas around which both the undergraduate_ 

and.graduate program of home.economics education are based. These. 

five are: 

37 h • 1 d .. 1 h II ... . • . d . S ir ey Kruetz an Haze. Ant ony. Home Econoi;nics E ucat·ion, 
Objectives and ·Generalizations Related to Selected Concepts~·" 
(Mimiographed report of material developed by a Seminar to identify 
the Structure of Knowledge iri. Home Economics Education, under contJ;"act 
with the Office "of -Education, u .. s •. Department of Health, Education and · 
Welfare.) 1966 Lincoln, Nebrasks. 



. . 
L Philosophy .of home .economics educati'On, 

2o Professional role of home 'economics educati6no 

3o · Program planri.ing .in.home. economics o 

4o Evaluative prd'Ces:s:l'.i)n,.teaichil:lg home eaonomiclso 

5 o Research :in .home economics e.ducation o 

Objectives and generalizations ,for .each ·of the concepts wer.e formulated 

which were app.ropri.ate for the undergraduate· program and again for · the 

graduate program. 

The Nebraska Coriferenc,e 38 was .an .attempt by some home 'economics· 

edtH.:ator"s to put into specific terms what they thought the content: of 

home economic.s education should be<! 

It was not t.he purpose of .the group to arrive through consensus 

at a well-defined outline of precisely what constitutes the content of 

home ec:onondcs education~ but it was an .attempt to develop s.tructure in 

the belief that in identifying the .fun,damental ideas~ instruction can .be 

planned for efficient and effective learning of ideaso This seminar 

was for the purpose of exploring ideas and attaining what .a number of 

people at a ·given time thought · the fundamental ideas of home economics 

education to beo 

39 An ea,eli.er study by Hunzinger identi.fied four conce,pts germane 

to the ''Methods of Teaching Home Economics" as the course was taught 

at Kansas 'State University a She administered· a questionaire. to the 

39M;axine Lovell Ihmzingero. "An· Expfoiratory Study to Identify. 
Concepts . and Determine Concept Attainment in a Home : Economi.cs 
Education Courseo'' (Unpublished Masterws Tfr~sis; 'Kansas State 
University, 1964) o . , · . 



students enrolled in the course in the spring of 1964 and isolated the 

following concepts: 

1. Effectiv.e and meaningful plann~ng helps. the teacher 
as she guides pupils tbWard learningobjectives. 

2, $tu4ent. teaching provides an opportunity for the 
student teacher.to begin to assume the role.and 
responsibilities of a classroom teacher. 

3. Programs of learning are planned to meet needs of 
specific groups . of pupils having a variety of 
individual differences. 

4. A variety of·· means may be . used to evaluate pupil 
learnings effectively • 

. Along with these two studies the matedals from three courses was 

cc;,lisidered. The· first of the professional c9urses; Educat,ion 2113: 

30 

Th·e School' in American. Society is designed to fit into 'the second .year 

of college work. and is. requ~red of all education majors, regardless of,. 

subject matter area, (i.e., home economics, ag-riculture, history, math,. 

etc,)~ The studen~s-coming .into this·course.have had an Orientation 

course in their respective colleges which may o:i: may not follow the 

format ,of the orientation course required by.the College of Education. 

This is not a,,course about teaching, but about schools and thei;r 

1 'h40 pace in society. Selakovic . gives an overview of the course in the 

syllab4s in which he tells of the major goals of the course. The focus· 

of the cou-rse is :socio-politic~! 'with.· pe-rsonal ~· community and national 

values considered at length •.. The position .is talcen that scl,.ools cannot 

teach a specific set .of ·values,. but can only exam:f,.ne them. It ie! 

assumed that schools tend to reflect society rather than leading 

40naniel Selakovich.. "Syllabus,· The' School in American Society" 
(Unpublished material, Department of Education,, Oklahoma State 
University, 1967), p. 1. 
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society down new pathso A thorough examination of the forces that 

influence the school is included and a brief look at school organizationo 

The last part of the course poses .the question: Can the 
school change society? This does not mean to contradict 
the major theme that the schools reflect the major values 
of the society, but it attempts to point up certain forces 
of change which have affected and will continue to affect 
the role of the schools in our'society. Although the 
selections which illustrate change are arbitrary select
ions from many possibilities, it is believed that they 
are significant. These include the new militancy of the 
teache:r~ the force of technology and the new interest 
in human relations; especially the push for human equality 
- with which the school must deaL We think these forces 
present the schools with certain imperatives for change 
which they may find difficult to ignoreo The main object 
of the course is to deal with the big ideas - to put the 
schools in their broad general setting as an essential, 
vital~ and tremendously significant force in our society. 

The second course in this sequence of professional edu.cational 

requirements is Educational Psychology 3113: Child and Adolescent 

Psychology which is designed to come the .semester before Methods of 

Teaching Home Economics in the students plan of worko 

This course is concerned with the growth and development of the 

child from birth until the age of fourteen, studying the effects of 

heredity and environment on the physical, mental:, social and emotional 

development of the individual. The traditional theories of child 

psychology are presented, as well .as some.of the newer ideas such as 

those of Piaget and Guilfordo 41 

Adolescent psychology has not been included in the textbGok nor 

is it emphasized in the course. McCandless states: "As the literature 

for children becomes more sophisticated, such sampling from other-than~ 

41 
Boyd R. McCandless o Children: Behavior :~d DevelopI1).ent 

Dallas, 1967. p. 7. 



b . . 1142 
child populations . ecomes less necessary. · 

The third course in this sequence is Home.Economics Education 

3n3: 43 Method of Teaching Home Economics, a course planned within the 

framework of the concepts, objectives and generalizations from the 

~ b·. k 'f 44 L,e ras a con erence. This course is taken by students either the 

last semester of th:e third year or the first semester of the fourth 

year of a student 's plan of work. 

This course synthesizes knowledge- '.from ;othe·r courses· in Home 
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Econom:i,.cs subject .matter. and .the professional education courses. Here·. 

the student'enrolled takes the material~ from the subject matter areas 

of Home· Economics and prepares to teach the subject matter in the 

secondary schools. Four .major concepts .are considered: . 

1. The learner. 

2. Program structure in home economics. 

3. · The teaching - learning situation. 

4. The professional role of the teacher. 

Individual differences of the learner are considered at'leI\gth and. 

the importance of accepting and understanding these differences is 

emphasized. Methods of dealing with individual differences by teacher 

42 
Ibid. p. 9. 

43 (Adapted·from mil!18ographed material ·from the Department of Home 
Economics Education, Okl.cah6ma State University, 1969). 

44shirley Kruetz a:p.d Hazel -Anthony •. nHome. Economics Ed?cation, 
ObJect;i ves and (;enerali111.a.tions Related to .Selected Concepts." 
(Mimiographed report of material develop~d.by a Seminar to identify 
the Structure of Knowleµge in Home EconoIQ.ics Education, under contract· 
with the Office of Educa-tion, U~S. Department of Health, Education artd. 
Welfare.) '1966, Lincoln., .. Nebraska. · 



and administrators·are discussed. Characteristics of adolescents are 

studied and ways of getting to know students are explored. 

Program structure in home economics introduces the student to 

vocational education .and to vocational home economics. Various trends 

in education and curriculum guides are introduced with emphasis on use 

of Oklahoma Resource Materialso 
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Readiness for learning, theories of lea·rning, and motivation are 

discussed as a pa.rt of the teaching - learning process. At this time 

materials .concerning behavioral objectives are presented, both the 

purpose of objectives and ways of stating themo Classifying objectives 

according to the three domains~ cognitive, affective and psychomotor, 

is introducedo 

The use of concepts and generalizations are .explored as well as 

various learning experiences using traditional and innovative materials. 

Evaluation in its many forms is stressed as an integral part of the 

teaching - learning process which continues from the beginning of the 

course to the endo Planning is thought· to be of the utmost importance 

whether planning the total program or a single day I s experience. 

Various aspects of the role of the teacher are discussed, with special 

attention given to professional responsibilities and self-evaluation .. 

Sununary 

In answer to both instructor and student demands there seems to be 

a general search for ways in which professional educational courses 

can be improved, Points of view from both teacher educators and 

students have been presented in this review of literature, There seems 

to be a general agreement that education courses tend to be dull 
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and repetitious~ 

Evaluation, an integral part of our everyday li.ving and a continuous 

process in education, has many aspects .• ·· Through evaluati.on the 

instructe.r can see how: much .progress a given stude"Qt is :making, the. 

effectiveness of teaching P1~thods; and -the .relevancy of curriculum to 

student needs. The .. use of .a ·pretest can give ,both. inst:ructo-r ·and 

student the opportunity to·as$ess ·the amount.of knowledge.of a given 

course the student :brings .to that course. · This, can lead to changed 

emphasis. revised. curr-iculum,- .and. an increased awareness- of individual 

differences·and student needs. 

Two· departments in the College of Home .Economics at Oklahoma 

State University, Foods, Nutrition l;I.Ild Institutional Administration 
. . 

and Clothing, Textiles. and Fashion Merchandizing use pretests as·. a 

nieans of exempting students from beginning classes. These1 tersts · use 

multiple....;choice items with. three or more distractors. 

Three courses and two studieEJ have .been vital· tc;, this study. · The· · 

studies ·concerti .concepts germane to .Home Economics Education,. The 

courses are the courses ·pre-,requis:1.te .to the Methods course and the 

course Methods of · Teaching Home Economics. 



CHAPTER III 

PROCEDURE AND ANALYSIS 

This chapter contains a brief .statement· concerning the background 

material used in this study. Procedure is discussed at length as well 

as analysis of th.e test ·scores. 

General Procedure 

Procedure and analysis were inextricably interwoven in the process 

of formulating .and administering the pretest, The instrument was 

administered three times to students enrolled in the Home Economics 

Education Department at the undergraduate level, The second version ·of 

the test was revised according to the analysis of the scores from the 

first test and the third version 'of the test was.the result of the 

analysis of the scores from the second test. 

The procedure used in this study was divided into six general 

sections: 

1, A study of the content of the Methods course and 
its pt:·erequi.sites. 

2. Selection. of concepts to be used, 

3. Formulation of the pretes to 

4. Administering the pretesto 

5, Analysis of the test scores. 

60 Re·vising the pretest" 
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Background· Material .Used In· Study 

In.order. to detet::mine content .and emphasis in .the two courses, 

Educational· Psychology 3113, Child and Adoles'cent Psychology and 

Education 2113, The School in. American Society,. personal interviews 

were obtained with Dr. Daniel Selakovich 'and ·with Dr. Norman.Wilson. 

Dr. Selakovich, responsible for the education cour'se, emphasized that 
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his course was concerned with the bii ideas of the school and its place 

in society, that the foe.us is socio.-political~ Dr •. Wilson, responsible 

for the Educational Ps.ycllology. cwm.e, pointed ·out that his course 

was c~rt1e4 with the development of the.child from birth to age 

fourteen. Both shared dt1etr s7llabi, e~ out:iin~s and readin1 lists 

with the author which were studied carefully. A more detailed review 

of these materials is included in chapter two. The courses, Education 

2113 and Educational Psychology ,3113 ue p~uisites fo:\" Home Economics 

Edu.cation · 3313 ,. -Methods .of -~i:ng .Home .Economics i, ref erred to in 

this thesis as · the Meth0ds .C::OUl'&e. 

The write:c, .working closely with the instructors of both sections 

of the Methods course, obtained objectives, course outlines and 

readin& lists.. Hall and Paolucci, Teaching Jilome Ec9nomics, is the 

primary text with the foll~im.g suppl em.en tary . texts used extensively: 

William.son and Lyle, .. Itoaemaking Educat~on in the fil.s!!:. School. 

Hatcher and Andrews,. The· Teaching of IlOl!I.WtlU!king • 

Fleck, Toward Better. Teaching of ~ Economics O 

Arny, Evaluation in ~ Economics • 
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Select.ion of Concepts .and Teat· Type 

After an in.depth .study .of :these .materials.along·with the report. 

of tbe Nebraska coriference,.1 which identified .objectives and general-

izations related to selected concepts· in .home economics educ.ation and 
2 . 

HQnzinger's.study, · which identified .four concepts ge~e 'to home. 

economics education the writer sele'cted five concep.t&,as -je:r'tinerit to 

. this study. These concepts were included· .in the objectives ·of the 

courses· upon which .this study .is '.based. They are: 

I. .. General . educational principles. 

II. The- role .of the· teacher,· 

ur.··. Adolescent ·behavior ·.and .individual· differences; 

IV. Planning for .secondary .home .economics programs~ 

V. Evaluation. · 

The .materials.used in fo'rmulatitig.items .for use under the concept~ 

General Educational Principles came from the course, The- School in · 

American• Society. Items used w:l,th the concept, Adolescent Behavior 

and Individual Differences cai:ne from the materials-used in the course, . . 

1 . 
Shirley Kruetz and Hazel Anthony. Henne Economics Education, . 

Objectives and Generalizations Related to Selected Concepts. 
Mimeographehepott of ·utedal · develop~ by a seminar u,ri.de:r, contract' 
with the Office of Educl;ltion ,: U. S ~ Department: of Health, Education 
and Welfare; 1966. · 

~xine Lovell Hunzinger. "An E:xploratory Study to· Identify 
Concepts and Determine Concept Atta.inment in .a Home Ecc;momics 
EducatJon :Course." (Unpublished Master's .thesis,· Kansas State· 
University, 1964). · · 



Child and Adolesc:ent Psychology •. Materials., \.I.Sad in developing itettlS .· 

conc:erning three concepts~ . the Role:: of the Teaehet!, .,Plan,ning for 

Secondary Hbme Economic~ programs and Evaluation are from the Methods 

.· 

. TABLE I· 

THE.~ER.OF TEST ITEMS AND THEIR PERCENTAGE:S. 

Concept 

I. 
General 
Educational· 
Pr::l;ncip1es , 

IL 
The·Role of 
the Teach'er. 

III. 
Adolescent, 
Behavier and· 
Individual· 
Differences 

IV". 
Planning For 
Secondary.Home. 

OF · .. THE . TO'.l'AL · TEST · BY CONCEPT 

Number of 
test i tel'!IS . 

13. 

7 

11 

PerceIJ,tage of 
the · ·total test . 

20.31 

10.99 

26.50 

Econemics Pri)grams 21 32.80 

v. 
Evaluation 6 9.40 

TOTAL. 64 100.00 
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Table I shows the numbet' of test it.ems gr9uped under .-each con·cept . . . . . 

and the. percenta.ge · of the :tptal under :each concept .fQr the th,ird version 

of the pretest. No att~mpt was made to. weigh one con.cept more than 

BJ;1other ,but the test ·items were distributed ap.cording to -amount of 

material covered and relative- emphasis of the.concept in. the."Methods" 

course~' 

Choosing the type of instrument - to build followed the selection of. 

the ccmcepts to be used •. A multiple-c;:hoice type. objective with. five 

disttactprs was chosen over other-types of tests for it~ ease and 

obje.ctivity in scoring and :for .its ~ility -to measure higher forms of 

cc;,gn:itive processes as well ~s recalf •. , The ac:lvantages: found· in multiple 

-,choice type objective tests outweighed_: the difficulty of. finding 

suitable distractors. 

Construction of Pretest 

Each item was w1;itten on .a' 5 x 8 index card ·which facilitated 

arranging and.checking. Before compiling the many items into a normal 

written test .. form. each. item was checked 'by .members of the Home .Economics 

Education staff for content validity and by a person not in the. field· 

of :home ~conomics checking for clarity and word usage. · 

It was felt that;: the :first version .of ·the pretest which. contained · 

122 .items was longer than a .student ,could mark in'a fifty minute period 

without feeling -rushed,. however., it was· dec;ided to administer the. test.· 

to the twenty...;.six s-tudents ei;irolled .in Stucje'lit Teaching .fpr the fall 

semester. M item analysis .of their -scores would J;"eveal weak itenm 

that could be discarded .to make -a' .more .acceptable 'test 'length as wen·· 

as improve the quality of the '.test~ Despite ·-tts leng_th thirteen 
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students marked all of the.items on the pretest. 

Revision 'of the Pretest' 

Each item was arialyzed3 and those items -.wM.ch·,.fewer than five · 

students marked incorrectly were discarded.as be-i.ng too easy to have 

value in the pretest. ·· Those items which more. than twenty students 

marked :incorrectly were d_iscarded .as being too difficu.1t. 4 Whether 

an item was considered too ea:sy or too difficult was the only 

criteria used for discarding an item from the first version of the 

test. Eighty of the original ,items were considered suitable for 

inclusion in the first revision. An eighty· item pretest was considered 

longer than could be administered d1.n:ing a· fifty minute period and·· give 

students time to consider those items which were measuring levels of 

learning beyond· simple. recal.L 

The revised pretest was administered during the last third of the 

semester to 44 students enrolled -in the Methods course during the fall ' 

semester of 1968. All af the students marked .every item, but some of 

them commented that they felt rushed and would have liked more.time to 

consider some of the iteni.s. Each item was analyzed, again discarding 

those items which were considered either too easy or too difficult. 

3Paul B. Diederich. Short-Cut Statistics for Teacher-Made --~---- ~ --~-·· Tes ts. Evans ton, Ill. 1964, p. 7. 

4Ibid, P• 9. 
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Sixty-four of the original items were retained as suitable for use with 

the third version of the pretest. For the purpose of this study sixty

four items were considered an acceptable length to be administered 

during a fifty minute period" 

The third version of the pretest was administered to 36 students 

enrolled in the Methods course during the spring semester, 1969, during 

the second class meeting. Each student finished marking the test 

within the fifty minute period allowed, sustaining the theory that for 

the purpose of this study a sixty-four item test was an acceptable 

length for administering during a fifty minute period o 

Analysis of Test Scores 

With the results of the third version of the pretest, a table 

(Table II) Was made that gives the percentage of students that marked 

each item correctly~ by concept. The percentages of students that 

marked correctly each item within each concept were averaged and the 

average for Concept I~ General Educational Principles was 61. 3 percent, 

Concept II, The Role of the Teacher 7506 percent, Concept III, 

Adolescent Behaviolt:' and Individual Differences 48.5 percent, Concept IV, 

Planning for Secondary Home Economics Programs 52ol and Concept V, 

Evaluation was 33.9 percent. Thus, percentagewise, the students ranked 

highest in their marking of .Concept II~ The Role of the Teacher and 

lowest in Concept V, Evaluation. Also, the percentages marked 

correctly covered the entire spectrum, from OoO percent to 100.0 

percent both falling in the same concept, Concept III, Adolescent 

Behavior and Individual Differences. 

Since the instrument seems to have some merit for further use 
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with students, it is not included in this thesis, thus only general-

izations can be made in regard: to this table. Further, these findings 

must be considered as being applicable only to this one group as· each 

group to which this test may be administered will bring different levels 

of knowledge to the course. 

TABLE II 

THE PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS MARKING EACH 
ITEM CORRECTLY BY CONCEPT 

~oncept .!. Concept .!! . Concept .!!!. . Concept · IV Concept V · 

Item Percent' Item Percent Item Percent Item Percent Item Percent 
No. Correct No. Correct No. Correct No.· Corre.ct No. Correct 

1 20.0 1 83.4 1 oo.o 1 94.5 1 41. 7 

2 66. 7 2 58.4 2 36.0 2 94. 5 . 2 63.9 

3 83.4 3 36.0 3 27.8 3 27.8 3 55.6 

4 88.9 4 77.8 4 41. 7 4 97.2 4 30.6 

5 20.0 5 97. 8 5 72. 3 5 80.6 5 8.4 

6 67.8 6 97 .8 . 6 25.0 6 88.9 6 3.6 

7 75.0 7 97 0 8. 7 13.6 7 38.9 

8 41.7 8 27 0 8. 8 83.4 

9 83.4 9 83.4. 9 22.3 

10 47.1 10 61.0 10 61.0 

11 55.6 11 83.4 11 30.6 

12 55.6 12 10.0 12 60.0 

13 92.0 13 72.3 13 41.7 



Concept !. · 

TABLE II 
(Continued) 

Concept II Concept III Concept IV . Concept y 

Item·Percent Item Percent,Item~Percent ItemlPercent'Item Percent 
No. Correct No. Correct No. Correct No., Correct No. Correct 

14 58.4. 14 34.0 

15 100.0 15 34.0 

16 77 .s·.·. 16 33.3 

17 3.6 17 33.3 

18 19.5 

19 47.1 

20 52.8 

21 52.8 

Thirty-,-six students marked the third version of the pretest. This· 
table shows the percentage of students· marking each item corr~ctly. 
Concepts referred to·: I. General Educational Principles, II. The·· 
Role of the Teacher, IIL Adolescent Behavior and Individual Differ
en.ces, IV. · Planning For Secondary Home Economic Programs, and V. 
Evaluation. 
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A non.:..statistical analysis of the scores. f:tom the third version of 

the pretest revealed that four students marked all of the items 

concerning.Concept II, The Role of the Teacher correctly. Fewer 

students marked.incorrectly items concerning·this·concept than the other 

four concep.ts. These four concepts - I. General Education Princl::ples, 

III. Adolescent1 Behavior and Individaul 'Differences, IV. Planning 

For Secondary Home Econom.ics 'Programs, and V. . Evaluation have 



approximately the same high percentage of incorrectly marked items . 

Two students marked 35% of the items incorr ectly for the lowest number 

of incorrec tly ma~ked items , Two s tudents marked 62% of the items 

incorrectly and one student marked 67% of the items incorrectly for the 

highest number of incorrectly marked items . 

The scores from this test seem to deny the al l egation t hat the 

course Methods of Teaching Home Economics is largely repetition of 

previously taken professional education courses o The scores do reveal 

individual differences among the students coming into the Methods 

course. 

Item Analysis 

Item analysis to determine discriminatory ability of each item was 

computed . Discriminatory ability refers to the ability of an item to 

differentiate between high and low scoring students . A total of 36 

students marked the third version of the pretest . These papers were 

ranked in or der from highest to lowest s core, divi ded into half , 

counting down 18 papers so that the total was now separated into high 

and low halves . Keeping the two groups separ a t e , a t ally was made 

for each item marked correctly , The tallies we r e coun t ed for each 

group, totaled and the difference found . The di fference is the 

discriminatory abili t y of that itemo The discriminatory ability of 

each item is given in Table Ill a 

Twenty-eight items show at least minimum discriminatory ability 

10 percent of the class as a standard . (For a class of 36 students · 

three or four would be a standard dis criminatory index) . Forty of 

the items showed some discriminatory ab i lity , eight of the items 



TABLE III 

HIGH-LOW DISCRIMINATION INDEX 

Item No. 1 2· 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

High 5 14 16 17 2 12 14 8 15 11 13 9 16 
Low 2 10 14 15 5 13 13 8 14 6 7 10 17 
Total 7 24 30 32 7 25 27 16 29 17 20 19 33 

Diff. 3 4 2 3 -3 -1 1 0 1 5 6 -1 -1 

Item No. 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

High 
Low 
Total 

Diff. 

15 11 8 16 15 14 16 0 
15 10 5 12 14 15 13 0 
30 21 13 28 29 29 29 0 

0 1 3 4 1 -1 3 0 

8 6 7 16 7 
6 4 11 10 2 

14 10 18 26 9 

2 2 -4 6 5 

Item No. 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 

High 
Low 
Total 
Diff. 

4 5 17 15 16 
1 6 14 7 15 
5 11 31 22 31 
3 -1 3 8 1 

3 14 10 18 17 
1 12 10 18 12 
4 26 20 36 29 
2 2 0 0 5 

1 17 17 
1 18 17 
2 35 34 
0 -1 0 

Item No. 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 

High 
Low 
Total 
Diff. 

5 18 16 18 5 17 
6 17 13 14 9 13 

11 35 29 32 14 30 
-1 1 3 4 -4 4 

7 5 7 14 9 
1 5 4 7 5 
8 10 11 21 14 
6 0 3 7 4 

4 5 
1 1 
5 6 
3 4 

Item No. 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 

High 
Low 
Total 
Diff. 

8 4 
4 8 

12 12 
4 -4 

4 10 11 9 10 13 11 6 3 1 
2 7 8 10 5 11 9 5 0 1 
6 17 19 19 15 24 20 11 3 2 
2 3 3 -1 5 2 2 1 3 0 
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showed no discriminatory ability and twelve items showed reverse 

discriminatory. abilityo 

All of the 'items which have below standard minimum discriminatory 

ability need some revisiono Those which discriminate in reverse may 

need only. rewording to eliminate amb'iguousness o Other items may need 

complete reworking to achieve acceptable discriminatory levels. Before 

any item is discarded the test should be tried on different groups and 

many more students. 

One point to consider which may have some influence on the 

discriminatory ability of items included in this pretest is the 

narrow distribution of grade .point averages a '.The.grade point average· 

of this group range from low L9 (one student) to a high of 3.5 (orie 

student)' with the grade point average of twenty-six students having 

only a 1 point spread ranging from 2.25 to 3.25 (Table IV). 

5 b . I id., p. 11. 



TABLE IV ., .. , 

GRADE POINT AVERAGE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN ·THE "METHODS"· 
-COURSE llU'R:t;NG ME SPRING SEMESTER, 1969 
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Summary 

This was adevelopmental study in which procedure an~ .analysis were 

ine~:tti~ably interwoven~-. The. content .and. objectives ·.of the Methods· 
. . . . 

coursEa and its two prerequisites were studied care,fully along with two 

St\.ld:l,.e1::1 concerned. with concepts and gene;ral:l,zations of Home Economics 

EducatiGn,: ··. Five- concepts were selected as germane to this study. · A 

one ·.hundred and t'Wenty-two item multiple..:.choice type objective test ·with 

five dis.tr.ac;ors was formulated and .administered to 26; students enrolled 

iri St\ld~nt; Teaching. The scores from_this-grot\p of students were 

analyzed and those i tenis . which appeared fo be too easy or too difficult 

were eliminated •. An efghty item revbed version of the. pretest was 

a,dnd:g.:f;stered to' 44. students .. enrolled in. the Methods co1,1rse '.during the 
. . 

. la.st third ,of the .. fall i;emester~ 1968. The scores from this group were 

'analyzed arid the items which appeared to be either too difficult or 

too easy .. were ,,eliminated. A ·64 item second revie;ion '.of· the pretest 

was administered to 36 students enrolled in· the .Methods course during 

th.e spring ·SeJ:tiester; 1969 ,. on the second day .of· class• These scores 

were anal:yzed te .detenii:.ine if for this group needless repetition does 

ex:ist and fo.r the disc:riridnat·ory ability .of each. item. 

·. The ~llegation of' .repetitio~ -seemed to be refuted, but indiv:i.dual 

··. student: differences were revealed •... Tw:e~t:y-eighf items showed· minimum 

discriminato:r;y ability, forty items showed some· discriminatory ability. 
. .· . . . . . . 

eight· items showed ;no\ .discriminatory ability and .twe1ve it'ems showed· 

reVet:"Se discrilllinatory ab{lity • 



CHAPTER IV 

.:The problem of this study was to develop a pretest 'for use with 

the course Meth.ode of Teaching Home Economics as it is taught at 

Oklahoma State University. The study was.divided into three gerieral 

phases. ,- First was· determining· fhe con tent of the "Methods" course 

and · the 'two course · prerequisite to it; A careful study. of· the 

syllabi, course outlines, textbooks and reading lists was made along 

wi:th the two studies concerning concepts germane to Home Economics 

Education~ For this study five concepts were selected: . 

I. General Education Princip.leso 

:JI. The Role of the Teacher. 

III. Adolescent. Behavior .and Individual Differences. 

IV. Planning for Secondary Home Economics ;Programs. 

V. Evaluation.· 

Building .items for use as a pretest was the second phase. It 

was decided· to use a mult~ple-choiae type item with five distractors 

each~ The ease and objecti.vity of scoring out-.weighedthe difficulty 

in finding suitable distractors ~ It was f:elt that items could be 

formulated which would· ·measure ·higher forms of cagniti.ve processes as 

well as simple recall. Each item was written on a 5 :x: 8 index c~rd 

for ease in.arranging and checking. Members of the Home Economics 

Education.staff checked eech'·item fo~ c~tent validity and a person 

49 
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outside.· the .field o.f. home -ecotiomics,.,ch'ecked .for ,clar.ity and word us:age. 

l'he third phase of ·the problem was admi.nister±ng·, analyzing and 

revising the pretest. A 122 .item instrument 'was, administered ct:o 26 

student teachers in the fall,. 1968 •.. On .the .. b.asis, of these• sc.ores 'items. 

which._ appeared either too. easy or too difficult were discarded. An 

eighty item revision of .the pret"estwas administered to 44 students 

enrolled in· "Methods'' near ,the end of the fall ·semester', .1968. On the 

bas.is· of the scores from this .group the ··pretest was revised a second· 

time, again dis carding those· i terns which appea~ed either too easy or · 

too difficult. A 64 item revision of the pretest was administered to. 

36 students en:r;olled in IIMethods" duririg the spring semester; 1969 ~ 

Anon-statistical analysis-of the.scores was made to determine if 

· for the group .. there was excessive repetitich1 in the "Methods"· course of 

previously taken courses. The scores from ·this group do not seem to 

reveal e:x;cessive repetition, but the scores do seemto reveal·a wide 

variety of individual· student differences. 

Item analysis to determine the discriminatory.ability of each· 

item was computed. Twenty-eight "items show at least 'minimum dis

criminatory. ability, foJ;>ty. items show some discriminatory ability, eight 

items show no discriminatory ability an,d twelve items sq.ow reverse 

discriminatory ability. 

Conclusions 

The objective of this study was accomplished, A pretest suitable 

for use with the PMethodsll course could be devised. The underlying 

philosophy which prompted this study was not sustained.in tha.t·there 

does not seelUto be excessive repetition of previously taken courses 
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includ;ed in the "Methods" course. ·. The scores from the test did, however,.· 

seem to:reveal a wide variety of individual student diffel:'ences • 

. Each gl:'oup, (faculty and/or students) who uses this· .. instrument will · 

be us:J,ng it for a different ·purpos~. The results of this test' can be 

used iri revising curr~culum, in planning points of ·emphasis, in 

groupiilij students. and. -in 'planning for individual instructi<;m. Addition-. 

ally, student iiite,rest .may be sUmulated when they are 'allowed to check 

their. strengths ,and weaknesses. Instructo.rs can use the results as an 

aid. in determining individual and class needs~-

'.Recommendations . 

It is recormnenq.ed .diat the .pretest be administered ·to students. 

enrolled in· the "Methods" cours·e as a means of determining individual 
. ' ' 

differen·cea 'in students .and .to allow both'the student and the' 

instructor. to aesess the .amount of knowledge concerning "Methods". 

the student, brings to. the cours:e,:· It is further ·recommended tliat the 

· pretest be given' to a greater number of students. and that afteJ; each 

testing the instrument be· revis'ed.. It is .felt that the pretest will · 

need frequent .revis .. ion •in order that it. be kept current ·with the needs 

and obj.ectives of both student and instructor,. 
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